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x thats right the celebration of 10 years of the cascade cross series kicks off tonight with a special party brought to you 
by the new cafe Fall from Pride (The Home Valley Series): 

0 of 0 review helpful Did not finish By Bookzilla Did not finish Interesting mystery but I did not care for the lead 
female She bounces between being an adult with effective crisis management and little girl afraid of her shadow 
Amish straddling both worlds ldquo Best say it was purposeful Just like the rest of the people in the country shaky 
financial times have hit Amish businesses hard Busloads Against the peaceful night sky a barn burns hellip Sarah 
Kauffman sought permission from her church elders to paint murals on a few of the Amish community s barns Each 
was designed like an old ndash fashioned quilt square representing a piece of the Amish traditions Sarah loved The 
works of art were intended to draw more tourists to the Home Valley in the struggling economy But instead they 
invited a menace One by one each barn is set ablaz Karen Harper s Down River has been nominated for the 2011 Mary 
Higgins Clark Award presented by the Mystery Writers of America A strong plot a pair of well written characters and 
a genuinely spooky atmosphere add up to yet another sterling effort 
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